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A collection information hub for the European Natural Science Community 

This presentation provides an introduction to the CETAF (consortium of European Taxonomic 
Facilities) community and its endeavours and the current CETAF passports (institutional 
profile directory); but will mainly focus on a new portal ‘ The CETAF Registry of collections’, 
with regards to what information it includes about collections, Format and functioning and its 
technical specifications. Furthermore how it will serve the CETAF community beyond as a  
european hub of sustainable and reliable collection data and feed the world catalogue of 
collections, through the support of the CETAF community.



  

 

A strong community of 63 natural science collection holding institutes across 22 
European countries - and growing!

MISSION: Exploring and documenting diversity in 
Nature

PROVISION: Promoting the value of natural 
science collections, systematics and research 
outcomes. Mobilising expertise, knowledge and 
supporting upggrading of skills with training. 
Voicing taxonomy and biodiversity challenges.

VALUE:Transnational commitment, cooperation 
and transparency, science for society, sustainable 
use of biodiversity, resilience, equality and 
responsible research.

SOME NUMBERS

80% of the world’s 
described biodiversity

55% of the world’s 
assets with rich 
historical and global 
distribution.

5000 scientists 
working in the 
environmental domain

Over 100 
international projects .

What is CETAF? 



  

 

The CETAF Working Groups 

The working groups set the basis for collaborative work and for unifying 
resources towards shared objectives by focusing efforts in 6 strategic areas. 



This slide shows the layout of the present CETAF passport (aka Institutional profiles), which is a 
current service that can be accessed through the CETAF website. It is a directory providing 
high-level information of CETAF member institutes: 

Identification of the Institution, Direction and Staff, Existing facilities, Research topics, Collections, 
Taxonomic expertise, Public relations and communications, Education and training, and  
Current and Future interests. 

It is a service for the CETAF members to showcase their assets and has a number of uses 
(reporting, discoverability, uniqueness) but is also open for external users to find institute 
information etc. 

Current Service: The CETAF Passports



Current Service: The CETAF Passports

The Collection information section is limited to a global overview of the size of the collections 
(high-level categorisation: Zoology, Botany etc. total type specimens  and the level of 
inventorisation. It does not provide filtering to family or genus level..  Although it does allow 
institutes to provide more details about the uniqueness of their collections via a free-text box. 

CETAF members are obliged as part of their membership obligations and are asked to update 
every 2 years. 

Some KPI are also available like the number of scientific loans or the number of scientific visitors.



For technical reasons, the CETAF website will change its web technology, which is an opportunity 
to adapt the information of the CETAF passport  to the new initiatives and infrastructures that 
are under construction, as well as  to improve dramatically the information related to the 
collections of the CETAF members. 

The CETAF passport will be integrated into the new web platform called the CETAF Registry of 
collections, and this will provide a unique entry point for CETAF member institutes and also 
non-european members to provide and showcase more detailed information on their 
collections and facilities. It aims to be a regional data authority for international Natural History 
Collection’s related information systems like GBIF catalogue of collections, the One World 
Collection exercise and other initiatives.

CETAF Passport & CETAF Collection Registry Integration

ONE WORLD
COLLECTION 

DATA authority for external 
NH collection related infrastructures

Collection Registry for internal
CETAF related projects

Collection Registry for no 
CETAF but DiSSCo members



The new graphical interface of the CETAF Registry will use the previous sections of the 
passports but some of them will be updated to the new goals of the registry  - and initiatives 
such as DiSSCo services (e.g. Collections digitisation dashboard and ELViS). 

The new CETAF Collection Registry and its 
advancement from the CETAF Passports 



The “human” navigation will be possible by country, institution of by collection types and the 
machine to machine exchanges will be possible using webservices.

<footer>

Navigation by Country and Institution 



Here is the list/menu of all the CETAF members. Each members is a folderish structure where it 
is possible to create several “objects” containing the information. All workflow of information 
and access rights can be managed at the object level allowing a fine tuning of the information 
system. 

Navigation page of CETAF Member institutions 



CETAF Institution References

ISO alpha2 code of the country + Acronym of the Institution

Existing GrSciColl of the Institution (not unique)

Existing Wikidata ID (not human understandable)

Existing GRID ID (not human understandable)

How to provide a unique acronym to each CETAF member: 
We propose to use the combination of the ISO alpha2 code of the country (BE for Belgium) 

associated (-) with the international acronym of the CETAF member (RBINS for the Royal 
Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences).

This combination overrides the use of the same acronym (e.g. NHM) in different countries. This 
allows a Unique acronym for each partner which can be read and understand by humans. 

The other existing UID of the CETAF member in the other information systems like Wikidata and 
GRID ID are also available.



When clicking on a institute, the first level of information related to collections is that which is 
displayed in the existing CETAF Passport. 

The general collections of the Institution are identified by the GrSciColl ID and/or by the Index 
Herbarium ID.

The references of the “Head of the collections” are provided with the general presentation of the 
collection.

An example for RBINS is available here.

http://sweetgum.nybg.org/science/ih/

Includes CETAF Passport Collections information

https://www.gbif.org/grscicoll/institution/

http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections
http://sweetgum.nybg.org/science/ih/
https://www.gbif.org/grscicoll/institution/


The collections are tagged by topic and each collection is distinguished by a specific icon. It is 
easy to navigate and select the specific collection of interest. It is possible to define a set of 
collections and sub-collections in the collection navigation page of the registry.

The hierarchy is based on the One World Collection exercise and the SYNTHESYS + NA2 T2.2 
Collections Digitisation Dashboard Survey, which uses a classification scheme that will be in 
aligned/implemented into the TDWG collection description data model. 

An example of a collection list by institution is available on the 
CETAF Collection Registry prototype.

The name of each collection is then linked by the acronym of the Institution e.g. BE-RBINS 
combined with collection identifier:

The Cinadaria collection of RBINS is coded by the BE-RBINS IZ-CNI. 
This allows to produce a unique name for each collection which can be used by humans. 
The list of the proposed collections with collection identifier is available in the  following 

spreadsheet.
New collections and sub-collections can be easily added, moreover, it is possible to create a 

hierarchy in a collection allowing to reach the expected/available granularity in each main 
collection.

The Plone CMS allows for flexibility of providing only necessary categories that apply to the 
institutes collections and no surplus ones. For example, a Botanic Garden will only display the 
Botanic collections and not the geological or anthropological ones.

CETAF Passport & CETAF Collection Registry IntegrationCETAF Collections category navigation

http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1#b_start=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1UEosHbRk2kRSfV_u8OC4y3bOVblkhVIW8ECZoUKrZTo/edit?usp=sharing


Each collection is defined by a unique  name and a unique identifier provided by the Collection 
Identifier Authority (GrSciColl).

Each collection is defined by basic information.
Each collection is also a parent folder for smaller objects of information (e.g. Curator, Geography, 

Stratigraphy, Storage, Digitization, Valorisation). 
Each object defines several fields including  “richtext” fields with a WYSWYG edition.

Collection descriptors

GrSciColl URI

Unique name



The blocks of information are:
 The basic metada of the collection with the UID/PID/URI, 
 Curator with complete information about his/her background
 The Geography information about the collection
 The Stratigraphy information (mainly for the collection(s) of Paleontology)
 The information about the storage media and conditions
 The information about the digitisation (strategy, MIDS, techniques, information) 
 The information about the valorisation of the collections with the possibility to 

embed pages of the institutional website or from an other resources provider.
 The possibility for the user to export the data to an XLS file for external (re)use of the 

data. 

Collection descriptors 

Basic metadata

ICEDIG digitisation indicators

Publications, Websites

Synthesys + Stratigraphy info

ICEDIG storage indicators

Geographic zones (Terrestrial, Fresh Water, Marine) + Countr(y)ies

People (orcid, with experience and skills)

http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/vertebrates%20zoology/vz-amp
http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/vertebrates%20zoology/vz-amp/collection_staff
http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/vertebrates%20zoology/vz-amp/collection_geography
http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/vertebrates%20zoology/vz-amp/collection_storage
http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/vertebrates%20zoology/vz-amp/collection_digitisation
http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/vertebrates%20zoology/vz-amp/collection_valorisation
http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/vertebrates%20zoology/vz-amp/export#b_start=0
http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/vertebrates%20zoology/vz-amp
http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/vertebrates%20zoology/vz-amp/collection_digitisation
http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/vertebrates%20zoology/vz-amp/collection_valorisation
http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/vertebrates%20zoology/vz-amp/collection_storage
http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/vertebrates%20zoology/vz-amp/collection_geography
http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/vertebrates%20zoology/vz-amp/collection_staff


  

 

Exporting/Importing: XLS

Humans
Public
or private 
with login

Export by:
● Institution
● Main Collection
● Collection & sub-collection
● Type of collection (multiple institutions)



The blocks of information are:
 The basic metada of the collection with the with the UID/PID/URI, 
 Curator with complete information about his/her background
 The Geography information about the collection
 The Stratigraphy information (mainly for the collection(s) of Paleontology)
 The information about the storage media and conditions
 The information about the digitisation (strategy, MIDS, techniques, information) 
 The information about the valorisation of the collections with the possibility to 

embed pages of the institutional website or from an other resources provider.
 The possibility for the user to export the data to an XLS file for external (re)use of the 

data. 

Export as XLS

Exporting collection information

http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/anthropology/ant-bio
http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/anthropology/ant-bio/collection_staff
http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/anthropology/ant-bio/collection_geography
http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/anthropology/ant-bio/collection_digitisation
http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/anthropology/ant-bio/collection_valorisation
http://collections.naturalsciences.be/cpb/nh-collections/countries/belgium/be-rbins/passport/2-cetaf-passport-collections/collections-1/anthropology/ant-bio/export#b_start=0


All data can be exported following the 
access rights as XLS files:

● Each content type is exported on a 
different sheet.

● All objects from the same category are 
exported as a separate line in the specific 
content type sheet

An example of how the data is displayed in spreadsheet format. 



  

 

Exporting/Importing: JSON webservice

Machines
JSON

A JSON web service 
API can deliver the 

content for 
harvesting or 

synchronisation



● The CETAF Registry of collections allows the manual encoding of the information related 
to the physical collections of CETAF and/or DiSSCo members. 

● This information is harvested /synchronised by the DiSSCo European Collection Index 
(ECOI) using a web service. This index is also fed by the DiSSCo ELVIS platform.

● The ECOI is harvested by other international initiatives like GBIF or One World Collection. 
● CETAF will also use visualisation tools like Kibana in order to create semi automated 

reporting of the CETAF Passport for the CETAF community (Q3 2020).
● ECOI will use visualisation tools in order to provide synthetic information about the 

DiSSCo infrastructure collections.

EUROPEAN 
COLLECTION
INDEX (ECOI)
Physical & Digital 

Collections

EUROPEAN 
COLLECTION
INDEX (ECOI)
Physical & Digital 

Collections

Disseminating 
data

CETAF 
Registration

System

Web-service 
crawler

Web-service 
crawler

GBIF
GrSciColl

OWC

Other

JSON 
GET 
API

JSON 
GET 
API

Vizualisation 
and

analysis tools

Vizualisation 
and

analysis tools

ECOI 
Reporting

ECOI 
Reporting

Global Workflow

ELVIS

DOIP

Vizualisation and
analysis tool
Inc. Physical 
Collections

Vizualisation and
analysis tool
Inc. Physical 
Collections

CETAF Passport

CETAF Passport
Reporting

DOIP

https://www.elastic.co/fr/kibana


  

 

The CETAF registry as a provider of reliable and sustainable data 
for a world catalogue of collections: 

● Provides a  global view of natural science
collection holding institutes. 

● Serves the community: 
Researchers, Collection Managers, 
Directors, Policy makers.

● Facilitates discoverability of European 
collections, facility/storage planning, 
assists high-level reporting; 
digitisation prioritisation. 
show cases uniqueness. 

● Is nourished with a more automated and direct data entry and updating which can be 
done by multiple people at the same time. 

● Is sustained through a powerful community with a strong communication network and 
working groups dedicated to collection best practices, digitisation and standards 

CETAF44, Bratislava, SK

Summary



  

 

Ana Casino
ana.casino@cetaf.org

Laura Tilley (Collection Registry)
Laura.tilley@cetaf.org

Franck Theeten (Webservices)
franck.theeten@africamuseum.be

Contacts 

Patrick Semal: RBINS project coordinator
patrick.semal@naturalsciences.be

mailto:ana.casino@cetaf.org
mailto:Laura.tilley@cetaf.org
mailto:franck.theeten@africamuseum.be
mailto:patrick.semal@naturalsciences.be
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